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were at war with a fourth,1 the other two would observe benevo-
lent neutrality and localize the conflict. This also was secret.
Relations between Bismarck, Austria-Hungary, and the Tsar
were thus regulated by two secret treaties; but the Tsar knew
only one of them, while the point of the other was turned to-
wards his breast.2 Save as against Great Britain (who till after
the Penjdeh incident, early in 1885, was still regarded as Russia's
natural adversary), the renewed Dreikaiserbund was indeed of
small use to him. For his other potential adversary was Austria-
Hungary herself; and in the event of his clashing with her he
could not tell how Germany would act. However, he was not
long left uncertain.
In September 1885 Eastern Rumelia revolted from Turkey
and proclaimed her union with Bulgaria. The separation of the
two in 1878 had, it will be remembered, been imposed by Lord
Beaconsfield against the keen opposition of Russia. But now she
as keenly opposed their union, because in the interval an anti-
Russian party had come to the top in Bulgaria. Lord Salisbury's
first instinct was to abide by the Beaconsfield policy. But from
different standpoints Queen Victoria and Sir William White,
our extremely able ambassador at Constantinople, induced him
to reverse it; and in this he was joined by Austria-Hungary.
While the Powers were thus divided and punitive measures hung
fire, King Milan of Serbia pressed a demand for territorial com-
pensation, and on refusal invaded Bulgaria. But at Slivnitza
(17-19 November 1885) the Bulgars were completely victorious.
Austria-Hungary intervened to save Milan from total ruin; but
Bulgaria's right to nationhood had been established. The Tsar,
however, though foiled, was not reconciled; and there followed
in August 1886 the kidnapping of the Bulgarian sovereign, Prince
Alexander, by Russian agents. It cowed him into abdicating,
but did not cow the anti-Russian Bulgars. Under their leader,
Stambulov, they rejected the Tsar's nominee for their vacant
throne, and looked about Europe for a substitute. Meanwhile
war threatened; opinion in Russia became very anti-German;
1 By a special proviso this stipulation was only to apply to a war between one of
the three Powers and Turkey 'in the case where a previous agreement shall have
been reached between the three Courts as to the results of this war*.
* Austria-Hungary's obligation was to aid Germany if attacked by Russia;
Italy's, to aid her if attacked by France; Germany's reciprocated each of these.
The obligation on the three Powers to make war together only arose if one or more
of them were attacked by two Powers.

